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To be an organization
aiming to gather and to
disseminate systematic and
periodic information about
sport system in Catalonia
and Spain.



•Direction committee

•Team

- Director: Prof. Andreu Camps

- Coordination: PhD. Ana Andrés

- Technical team: scholarships

•Advisors body

- Experts committee 

- Advisory council

•External collaborators

Internal structure 

http://www.observatoridelesport.cat/index.php
http://www.observatoridelesport.cat/index.php


The Observatory support people
and public and private social agents
which participate in sport field
developing activities.

The OCE create indicators about
sport system, establish trends
based on the indicators and realize
periodical reports.



3. To conduct research about new topics (primary data).

4. To conduct periodical reports about Catalan and Spanish sport
situation.

5. To analyse relevant trends about sport system.

6. To publish research reports and proceedings.

7. To disseminate our data and researches through social networks
focused in each target.

1. To design representative indicators of
sport system.

2. Analyze secondary data useful to create
new indicators.



1. To design representative indicators of sport system.



Dimension, subdimension and 
indicators example 



2. Analyze secondary data useful to create new indicators.



3. To conduct research about new topics (primary data).



4. To conduct periodical reports about Catalan and Spanish sport
situation.



Source: SGE, 2010; OCE, 2015

5. To analyse relevant trends about sport system.

Evolution of sport practice in Catalonia in %
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6. To publish research reports and proceedings.



7. To disseminate our data and researches through social networks
focused in each target.

• Website in Catalan, Spanish and English

• Congress: posters and communications

• Events organizations

• News

@ocesport





Institutional exchange information



Our contribution
Exchange information 

Advise: to create new indications 

and reproduce research

Dimension and international 

indicators

1. Sport habits 

2. Facilities

3. Associations 

4. Sport Economy

Network Observatories Regulations



Thank you for your attention

www.observatoridelesport.cat

Observatori Català de l’Esport

@ocesport

observatori@gencat.cat


